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Rated "Excellent"

with over 140,000 reviews
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Bring your dream bathroom to life
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Mode Harrison Freestanding contemporary bath 1700 x 770



£499


£799
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Orchard Eden close coupled toilet and white vanity unit suite 550mm



£189


£274
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The Bath Co. Camberley satin grey floorstanding vanity unit and ceramic basin 600mm with tap
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£315.99
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The Bath Co. Camberley white floorstanding vanity unit and ceramic basin 600mm



£199
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Orchard Derwent white floorstanding vanity door unit and ceramic basin 600mm



£199


£219
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£265
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Orchard Derwent square shower riser system
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Orchard Derwent square compact close coupled toilet with slimline soft close toilet seat



£139


£179
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Orchard 6mm two door quadrant shower enclosure 800 x 800



£169


£249
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Victoria Plum is officially the UK’s largest online only bathroom retailer
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INSPIRATION


Small Spaces: Saving space with back to wall baths

Is your bathroom a little on the small side? Find out how you can still enj...





4 days ago









7 mins read
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DIY ADVICE


Understanding water pressure

Is low water pressure ruining your showering experience? Browse this expert...





6 days ago









3 mins read
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INSPIRATION


5 of the best horizontal radiators for your home

What’s comfort without a touch of style? For interiors that feel both warm...





1 week ago









6 mins read
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ROOM PLANNING


Planning a small bathroom

Planning a small bathroom can prove tricky. With this expert room planning...
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INSPIRATION


10 modern bathroom ideas for 2024 and beyond

Is your bathroom looking tired and outdated? Check out these 10 modern bath...





4 months ago
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INSPIRATION


Small Spaces: How small can you go with your bathroom?

Lack of space is a common issue in British homes. We discover just how smal...





1 year ago









5 mins read
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INSPIRATION


Ensuite bathroom ideas

An ensuite bathroom is your very own little sanctuary. Separate from the re...





2 years ago









3 mins read
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INSPIRATION


4 clever small toilet ideas

If your bathroom or cloakroom is a bit on the small side, don’t “loos” slee...
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INSPIRATION


Small Spaces: How small can you go with your bathroom?

Lack of space is a common issue in British homes. We discover just how smal...
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INSPIRATION


Ensuite bathroom ideas

An ensuite bathroom is your very own little sanctuary. Separate from the re...
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INSPIRATION


4 clever small toilet ideas

If your bathroom or cloakroom is a bit on the small side, don’t “loos” slee...
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INSPIRATION


Small Spaces: Small wet room? No worries...

When it comes to creating a luxurious wet room with spa-like appeal, size i...
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Helen Skelton's Quiet Luxury

Introducing a new trend for 2024, we show you how to #GetTheLook


Read now







	






#VPShareYourStyle

Be inspired, as our creative customers share their own beautiful bathrooms


Be inspired







	






Don't just take our word for it

Compare our verified customer reviews to those of our competitors on Trustpilot


Find out more































	






Free bathroom design service

Let our experienced designers bring your dream bathroom to life


Find out more







	






Delivery? It's on us...

Yes, that's right. Standard delivery is free on all orders to UK mainland


Find out more







	






Victoria Plum Community Foundation

Do you know of a deserving community project that could do with a helping hand?


Find out more
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It’s all about you


Let us lighten the load


























At Victoria Plum, it’s all about you

When it comes to finding the perfect bathroom for the lowest possible price, at Victoria Plum, the UK's largest online only bathroom retailer, it’s all about you.

Since we were founded in 2001, we’ve gone on to become the UK’s online bathroom specialists, serving well over 2 million customers.

We believe everyone deserves the bathroom of their dreams, which is why you’ll find us exclusively online, with no expensive showrooms or salespeople, passing the savings on to you.

From modern bathrooms and suites for spa-inspired sanctuaries to traditional Victorian bathroom furniture for those who love the vintage look, we’re sure you’ll find the right product at a price that suits your budget.

For over 2 decades, we’ve remained at the forefront of the UK bathroom industry, pioneering new and exciting products, services and finance options to help make life easier for you. With fast, free delivery on all orders, reassuring guarantees, easy exchanges and returns, plus our price match promise, it’s no wonder our customers rate us “Excellent”.

You can rely on us

All our products are manufactured to the strictest of standards, which is why we’re happy to offer extended guarantees on many of them, completely free of charge. And the great thing is, you don’t need to lift a finger. All guarantees are automatically applied to your products from the day you receive them.

Simply not happy with your product? Return it to us up to 14 days later and we’ll refund you—or exchange it up to 30 days later. Returning your items couldn’t be simpler and, in most cases, you can arrange this online using your Victoria Plum account.

We regularly check our prices to ensure they’re the lowest around. However, if you find the same product at a lower price elsewhere, we’ll do our very best to match it. It’s our price match promise.












Free bathroom design service

From the very first click, we’re here to help you take those initial tentative steps towards achieving your dream bathroom.

No matter how big or small your bathroom renovation project may be, we understand how bewildering it can seem. Whether it’s designing your layout, choosing a style or picking your products, there’s plenty of effort involved, so why not let us lighten the load?

Our experienced, professional team will provide you with a free, no-obligation bathroom design, including ultra-realistic 3D images and a 2D floor plan. They’ll also provide you with a full list of products, which you can pass on to your own plumber or bathroom installer, containing everything they’ll need to fit them.

Bespoke delivery to suit your lifestyle

When it comes to fast, flexible and efficient delivery, our award-winning logistics team are industry leaders.

Unlike some bathroom retailers, we have our own fleet of 2 person delivery teams, offering a bespoke service that suits your lifestyle. When you check out, you’ll find some of the most flexible delivery options in the bathroom business. We can also deliver to a room of your choice, if you need a little extra help.

We operate logistics hubs right around the UK, so we can offer our fabulous delivery services nationwide. And, the best thing is, standard delivery is free to UK mainland on all orders over £299.

Inspiration and advice

Whether you’re embarking on a full makeover for multiple bathrooms or simply replacing your bath, tap, shower, toilet or plumbing, you’ll find all the bathroom advice and inspiration you need, right here at Victoria Plum.

In need of a helping hand? Our expert buying guides and step-by-step installation will set you on the right course. And with our #GetTheLook bathroom style guides and real-life customer bathrooms, you’ll never be short of fresh bathroom ideas.
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Kitchens
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CUSTOMERS' ROOMS


5 more customer bathrooms reimagined—Share your Style

A feature that proved so popular, we had to do it twice! Discover 5 more of...





1 year ago









10 mins read
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CUSTOMERS' ROOMS


4 of our favourite customer bathrooms recreated—Share your Style

We’re proud to provide you with all the inspiration you need for your new b...





1 year ago









9 mins read
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CUSTOMERS' ROOMS


8 great small bathrooms from our customers—Share your Style

If your small bathroom is giving you big headaches, relief is at hand. Disc...





1 year ago









9 mins read
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CUSTOMERS' ROOMS


Share your Style: Laura’s inspirational bathroom

Got a new bathroom you’re proud of? Why not “Share your Style”, just like V...
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4 mins read
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INSPIRATION


7 stylish accessible bathroom ideas for 2024

Accessible bathrooms containing safety features like grab rails and walk in...





3 months ago









6 mins read
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ROOM PLANNING


Independent Living: How much is a mobility bathroom?

Mobility bathrooms remain popular due to their simplicity and ease of use,...





2 years ago









8 mins read
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ROOM PLANNING


What is Independent Living?

If you’ve come across the term “Independent Living” for the first time, and...
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4 mins read
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INSPIRATION


Independent Living: 5 ways to make your bathroom accessible yet stylish

Striking a balance between accessibility and style in your bathroom can oft...
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3 mins read
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KITCHEN ADVICE


Kitchen tap buying guide

Don’t experience that sinking feeling… Pick out your perfect kitchen tap wi...





2 years ago









15 mins read
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KITCHEN IDEAS


New fitted kitchens at Victoria Plum

Here’s a little something we’ve been cooking up. Introducing our brand new...





2 years ago









7 mins read
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KITCHEN ADVICE


How to design a kitchen in 10 easy steps

Don’t know where to begin when designing your new kitchen? Follow these 10...





3 years ago









11 mins read
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KITCHEN ADVICE


How much does it cost to install a kitchen?

Are you planning a tasty new kitchen but don’t want to pay overcooked insta...
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What do our customers think?


We’re top for Trade


























Our customers rate us “Excellent”

We work hard to make buying a bathroom with Victoria Plum an enjoyable, hassle-free experience. With over 145,000 reviews, our customers on independent review site Trustpilot rate us “Excellent”—a fact we’re very proud of. We constantly monitor and appreciate your feedback to help us improve the experience for you.





Trustpilot




Easy, intuitive shopping

Our website has been designed to offer you a fast and easy shopping experience, whether you’re using a mobile, tablet, laptop or desktop computer. Shop by product category or browse our bathroom suite collections, where you’ll find complementary products for a coordinated design.

All our products come with full specifications, dimensions and high spec imagery. With some of our bestselling items, you can even enjoy a 360 degree view and see how it looks in customers’ bathrooms.

To help you find everything you need, we’ll also suggest essential items when you add a product to your basket.

Big bathroom brands

Searching for those big brand names you know and love? You’ll find them all right here at Victoria Plum. From Ideal Standard, Armitage Shanks, VitrA and Grohe, to Orchard Bathrooms, The Bath Co. and Mode Bathrooms, we work closely with all these bathroom brands and more to ensure our prices are as low as possible.












Save time, less hassle, make money

If you’re in the Trade, why not join over 20,000 of your fellow Trade professionals by opening a Victoria Plum Trade account today?

From the minute you join, you’ll enjoy exclusive Trade discounts on thousands of big name bathroom brands, plus free returns and replacements. And, with our loyalty scheme, the more you spend, the more benefits you’ll enjoy, with increased discounts, delivery offers and account management. You can even upgrade to a Platinum account for just £39.99 a year.

Thanks to a £10 million stock holding, we won’t leave you waiting around for the products you need. With qualified technical support and guarantees of up to 10 years, our products come with “fit and forget” quality, for added peace of mind.

Sign up today

It takes less than a minute to sign up for a Victoria Plum Trade account, so what are you waiting for? Our dedicated and experienced Trade team are ready to take your call. We can’t wait to help you and your business.
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DIY ADVICE


How much does a new bathroom cost?

If you're planning a new bathroom, but don't want to pay over the odds for...





3 months ago









19 mins read
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ROOM PLANNING


Your bathroom layout—finding room for everything

Finding room for everything in your bathroom can be tricky. Our recommended...





5 months ago









6 mins read
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ROOM PLANNING


What is a standard bath size?

Is there a standard bath size when it comes to buying for your bathroom? Re...





11 months ago









5 mins read
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HOW TO GUIDES


How to calculate BTU for your room

We show you how to find the correct BTU output for your room—and even how t...
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BUYING GUIDES


Shower buying guide

Is there anything better than a refreshing and invigorating shower to start...





1 month ago









15 mins read
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BUYING GUIDES


Shower enclosure buying guide

Buying a new shower enclosure can be a bewildering experience. To help you...





7 months ago









14 mins read
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BUYING GUIDES


Concealed cisterns buying guide

In this handy buying guide, we explain everything you need to know about co...





1 year ago









6 mins read
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BUYING GUIDES


Toilet buying guide

Choosing your new toilet can be difficult. With this expert buying guide, w...
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9 mins read
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DIY ADVICE


How much money can you save with LED lighting?

Can switching to LED lighting in your home really save you money? We found...
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14 mins read
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DIY ADVICE


How much money can you save with a water-saving bathroom?

A water-saving bathroom isn’t just good for the environment, it’s great for...





1 year ago
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BUYING GUIDES


How much cash can you save with the correct heating?

In these uncertain times, we discover how much money you could save by choo...
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14 mins read
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BUYING GUIDES


How does a dual flush work?

It’s designed to save us water, but how does a dual flush actually work? We...
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LATEST NEWS


Victoria Plum prize draws and competitions

You’ve got to be in it to win it… Find out how to enter our latest prize dr...
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LATEST NEWS


VictoriaPlum.com discount code 2024

For inspirational bathrooms at affordable prices, check out our latest vouc...
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LATEST NEWS


Watch our latest TV ad

If you haven't already spotted it on the small screen, why not take a look...
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LATEST NEWS


Introducing Helen Skelton, our new brand ambassador

Find out more about Strictly Come Dancing star Helen Skelton and her role a...
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Free standard delivery

to UK mainland
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Rated "Excellent"

with over 140,000 reviews





	








Bathroom Design Service

Bring your dream bathroom to life





	








Trade Loyalty Scheme

Up to 30% off retail prices
















Sales Line







0344 264 4141







Track order







Design Service







Trade account






Looks like you haven't added anything to compare yet


CompareAdd to compare

Just look out for the Add to compare around the site and revisit this link

Close and continue






Thank you for using our comparison feature.

You can add as many products as you like, there is no limit. When you’re ready simply visit this page to start comparing your products.

Close and continue















Welcome.
Log in


















Loading menu. Please wait






















Log in to your account

to retrieve items you may have added from another
device






Tabs


















Your Shopping list is loading, this shouldn't take long.






















Your basket is loading, this shouldn't take long.






























Let’s keep in touch, sign up today and get £20 off your first order










Get £20 off


£20 off discount code is only valid with a minimum spend of £249



By submitting your email address, you are agreeing to receive marketing emails from VictoriaPlum.com.

We’ll never share your email address and you can unsubscribe at any time.
Privacy policy
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Customer ID: 
J8NF-LQMF






Victoria Plum,
Unit 2 First Point Business Park, Water Vole Way, Doncaster, DN4 5JP

AHK Designs Ltd (Trading as Victoria Plum) - Company Number 11580869 is a company registered in England and Wales, and offers products from a range of finance providers,
acting as a credit broker and not the lender.
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